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About This Game

On a cold November night in a desolate estate deep in the mountains an innocent life has prematurely perished. Surrounded only
by his family and closest friends, a controversial yet immensely successful businessman William Goldberg passed away under

mysterious circumstances. Being an upstanding member of society and the owner of Goldberg Industries, a multi-million dollar
arms company responsible for providing the military during the World War 2, news of his death caused an uproar at the local

police department. It seemed the case was tailor-made for the legendary detective Knox, a prodigy who successfully solved over
hundred cases. Accompanied by an aspiring young detective Clark assigned by the Chief to keep an eye on him, Knox departs

towards the Goldberg's estate to discover the truth behind the incident.

Miles away from nearest settlement in a mansion hidden from the eyes of public, it is only natural to presume that only those
present at the time could have been involved. Follow clues, look for evidence and discover key information by interrogating the

suspects. All pieces of the puzzle will be presented and it's up to you to deduce who, how and why the murder happened. A
mystery visual novel inspired by classic novels from Arthur C. Doyle and Agatha Christie and "When They Cry" series.

CHARACTERS
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Age: 29
Profession: Senior Detective

Blood type: B

One of the most famous detectives in the entire state, Knox has yet to stumble upon a mystery he is unable to unravel. Despite
his young age, he decisively solved over 100 cases. A prodigy by nature, he rarely puts any effort in his detective work often

neglecting it to enjoy cigarettes and coffee.

Age: 26
Profession: Junior Detective

Blood Type: A

A young and naive detective working on his first case, eager to prove himself. According to Knox he is a narrow minded
simpleton sent by the Chief to ensure Knox plays by the book.

Age: 32
Profession: Ex-Soldier 1st Class

Blood Type: 0

Eldest son of the deceased who has just returned from the Second Great War. His intellect and bravery allowed him to prove his
worth on the front lines in the Pacific. Being the eldest heir, he is the first in line to inherit his father's fortune.
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Age: 58
Profession: Businessman

Blood Type: 0

Well established businessman and a close friend of the deceased. He helped Goldberg create his financial empire during the
war. Despite his short temper his charisma makes him beloved by his employees.

Age:35
Profession: Housewife

Blood Type: AB

The widow of the deceased. Although their marriage lasted very short she claims that she loved the deceased deeply. Ms.
Goldberg is a very emotional person that can change her attitude very quickly if provoked.

Age: 65
Profession: Butler

Blood Type: B

The family butler that has served the Goldbergs for decades. Calm and patient man which despite his old age still chooses to
work instead of retiring.
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I think it is a fun, and addicting game.

Pro's:
It's hard
It's free
It's fun to play
Fitting graphics
There are more updates coming

Cons:
Controls
Upgrades for the character would be nice
More guns?. hunting not cool. A cute wee pack. I got it for the female clothing and it looks cute. The characters get the
chickpea plant which seems to really decent way of making money\/xp (though not like, game breaking). They wear the outfit
with three colours in the first screenshots, and the bunting flags \/ tents and tower flags work really well with plants and making
a fun junction area.
I surrounded mine by the windmill setup, hay bales, some flowers, well, and stone paths. I dont know if there's a house in this
pack, i havent seen it yet sadly but I'm gonna have another look. Otherwise it looks cute! Worth the \u00a32 I spent.. So...there
is no QUIT GAME button.

Not worth the full price after all. (It could be a good flash website game...or is used to be?). Expecting a Summer Sale - Paradox
Interactive increased base prices for most if not all their games.
Anything morally and ethically wrong with it?
Vote with your Money.. This has been my favorite game since I was 7 It's a turn base strategy game where you and your
enemmy have a selected ammount of troops. In battle they level up. Theres a pretty decent story to it and the graphics are
classic. Over all lets just say Ive played it like twenty times and its remake for the game boy advance about ten times.. fricken
amazing. It even makes it easy to pick out color palettes; I love this program so much. Really easy to use too!. ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME
LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE ME LIKE. I continue to have a really fun time as I try to shoot and conquer my
way
through this game. The many levels provide new, interesting, and challenging
experiences reminiscent of 80s arcade classics. If you are up for a challenge
and like space arcade games this is definitely worth a shot. Beware, the
challenge is not for the faint of heart though the victory is worth the reward! :)

PROS:
* Challenging levels
* 80s style arcade space shooter
* Music
* Fun end of level bosses
* Normal and hard modes
* Leaderboards

Cons:
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* red lasers are really faint in hard mode(I enjoyed it because its hard mode but I can see that it may be off putting to others)
* Only available on Windows, AFAICT.

Overall:
This is a great game that I recommend to anyone who wants a classic 80s space shooter!!
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**DO NOT BUY AT FULL PRICE**
I would only buy this if it is on sale or if you just want the locos. This pack is very buggy and is very unpolished. Becaused this
was released back in 2012, it has a lot of the problems that plagued many of RSC's (The previous developer) problems which I
will present in a Pro\/Con format.

Pro:
-You get a lot of locomotives

Cons:
-Stretchy couples
-No numberboard lights
-Windows and doors inoperable
-No ND units (This is were you have the option to put the same loco when you put a consist together but with out a driver in the
cab)
-No interior lighting (DO NOT USE ANY OF THESE LOCOS AT NIGHT YOU WONT SEE ANYTHING!)
-No step lights
-Incorrect engines sounds, bells and horns. Both the EMD SD70MAC & EMD SD70ACE included in this pack share the same
engine sounds, bell, and horn of the EMD SD75M and Union pacific SD60M.
-Dynamic Brakes do not work properly
-No water effects on windshield, no need for wipers basically.
-No Dynamic Headlight effect (Basically this effect is where you can see the train engine's headlight from far away. For
example the headlights found on the, F59PHI, F59PH, SD60M, Amtrak Dash 8-Bwh, P42DC... etc.

Overall: Do not buy at full price. The pack lacks a lot of the advanced details that some of the other DLCs have. The locos are
very buggy and don't run too well. (They are runable but avoid nighttime because you won't see very well.) Since Dovetail games
owns Train Sim, I doubt this pack or any other DLC that was release by RSC will ever get fixed.

Score 2.5\/10 NEEDS TO BE UPDATED. DO NOT BUY THIS in it's current state. Online servers are GONE. Anarchy Online
is a hidden gem with great but wasted potential due to the lack of interest of Funcom. Been playing this game for over 10 years
on and off, I've tried all the mmorpgs out there and I always come back to AO.

A one sentence review: A complex MMORPG with no hand holding, skill based PVP and 2001 graphics.

The bad:

- Awful graphics, the game was launched in 2001 and not much has been improved graphics wise. Sure a while back Funcom
launched a beta engine(client) that you can download from AO website but it's quite unstable.

- Animations are so bad its not even funny, not improved on the 'new' engine either.

- Lots of visual bugs.

If you want a game that looks great AO is not it.

The good:

- AO is one of the most complex MMORPGs around, 14 classes that really are different and not just slight variations of the
same thing.

- The learning curve is not great but it's rewarding.

- PvP is skills based and it's all about coming up with a smart setup, no standard end-game setups here. It's all about being
creative and mix it up.

- Classes are balanced-ish and every class has a nemesis (a class that wrecks you!).
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- Twinking(over-gearing), now this is a thing unique to AO. In other games its all about max lvl pvp but not here. In most games
you;ll have equipment requirements like : Level from xx. In AO it's all about stats and pushing them the the limits, you can have
a level 1 with the same equipment you would seen on a level 20-30. It's a hard sometimes insane process as you try to squeeze
every extra ability point out of your eqipment but so rewarding .. in PvP! . There are twinks at almost every level as they are
needed to attack\/defend organization(guild) land zones and each zone has a different level range. You can stop leveling at any
level you want and make the most bad a$$ pvp character there to dominated everyone

. New units, more big maps, more fun!. This is a fun platformer game with a groovy feel to it! Give it a try if you're up for some
funky platforming.. Good value for the price, especially compared to the single character expansions. All 4 of the new
characters are interesting enough to want to play, and the new mechanics add a considerable twist to the game - desert spaces
appearing randomly can really mess up the map and make the game more brutal. Bear in mind, the more you have active at
once, the less impact each one has on the game as their cards are diluted in the deck.. OMG, this is an amazing game. Flashback
from my college days when me and my friends spent HOURS playing this. NOW IT IS BETTER. Plays at 144HZ super smooth.
Controls are spot on. I mean the graphics are dated but you will not notice it to much. Super fun to play. Very easy to play but a
challenge to master this puppy. I played with a controller, originally; BUT with the mouse and keyboard this game really shines!
Posses a definite challenge.

If you played this back in the 90's, you will LOVE this remastered edition. Super amazing experience before, so much better
now. The memories i was flooded with were worth the money alone. Thank you for making this experience better and allowing
me to relive some of my childhood!! KUDOS

Nostalgic lvl 1000. Epic port to mac. Only thing it's missing is people playing zombies online. But other than that, it is flawless.
10/10. Nice film, good art good story nice character design
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